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Message From the Executive Director
Dear friends,

I find myself writing this message with mixed feelings because it is my last as Executive Director 
of Northeastern Ontario Tourism (NeONT).  I am retiring, effective June 30, 2017, after having 
spent most of my career working in tourism, first as Marketing Manager of Rainbow Country 
Travel Association, then as its Executive Director, and currently as the first Executive Director of 
Northeastern Ontario Tourism.

As I reflect on some of the highlights of the past year, so many things come to mind—
co-hosting the 2016 Northern Ontario Tourism Summit, our popular Canada 150 Twitter campaign, our successful 
2017 BIG Adventure Guide, and the revamped Things To Do, Places to Go, and Places to Stay pages on our website. 
See the new landing pages for yourself at www.northeasternontario.com. I’m quite confident that you will be 
impressed.

I want to share my heartfelt thanks with each of you for helping to create the good memories I will take with me. 

It has been my privilege to serve as NeONT’s Executive Director since its inception, and I would like to thank the 
members of the Board of Directors—both past and present—for their leadership and guidance.

I would also like to thank NeONT staff—past and present—for sharing their many talents. Our staff may be small, 
but we think BIG and make BIG things happen. 

I would like to extend a sincere thanks to our valued NeONT partners. I hope that you will continue to seek 
opportunities to get involved—as an advertiser in our BIG Adventure Guide, as an operator who hosts a media 
familiarization tour, or as a sponsor of one of our contests. 

I hope that our paths may cross again in the future. Meantime, I encourage everyone to continue to work together 
with your regional tourism association and together continue to build tourism in Northeastern Ontario. 

Donna MacLeod
Executive Director
Northeastern Ontario Tourism
January 1, 2013 to June 30, 2017

Kirsten Hysert
Administrative 

Assistant

Bernadette Lindsay
Partnership &

Product Development
Coordinator

Candice Maitland
Digital Coordinator

Jordan Nicksy
Digital Coordinator/A 

Shanna Prowse 
Marketing & 

Communications 
Coordinator

Sandy Siren 
Marketing & 

Communications 
Coordinator/A

Sarah Calder 
Tourism Inventory 

Development Intern
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Board Members
Great organizations have great leadership at the top, and NeONT is governed by a proactive Board of Directors whose members 
enthusiastically represent the tourism industry in Northeastern Ontario. 

In the spirit of continuous improvement, NeONT’s Board of Directors embarked upon a process in early 2016 to streamline its 
structure and to refine its governance procedures. 

NeONT Board of Directors 
(as of November 14, 2016 – Annual General Meeting)
Meredith Armstrong, 
Manager of Tourism & Culture, City of Greater Sudbury 

Sue Crane, Owner, 
Crane’s Lochaven Wilderness Lodge

Kevin Eshkawkogan, 
CEO, Great Spirit Circle Trail, Manitoulin Island

Guy Lamarche, 
Manager Tourism, Events, & Communications, City of Timmins

Sean Mackey, 
President, M & M Hospitality, Temiskaming Shores

Donna Maitland, 
Director, Mattawa-Bonfield Economic Development Corporation

Ray Sapiano, 
Owner, Marten River Lodge

Brenda Tremblay, 
Chief Operating Officer, Science North

Former 2016-17 Board Members
Al Douglas, 
Owner, Hideaway Lodge

Jake Lacourse, 
(Former) Assistant General Manager, Clarion Resort Pinewood Park

Jeff McGirr, 
(Former) Director, Mattawa-Bonfield Economic Development Corporation

Jean Pierre Ouellette, 
Chief Administrative Officer, Town of Cochrane

Marla Tremblay, 
Principal, Markey Consulting
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BIG ADVENTURE GUIDE 2017
The annual BIG Adventure Guide is NeONT’s signature consumer marketing publication. This resource is designed to showcase 
Northeastern Ontario, and whether you are looking for information on things to do, places to go, or places to stay, there’s an 
experience to suit just about everyone. 

With 48 pages of editorial, eye-catching colour photos, and paid advertisements, the guide is a collection of tourism products 
and services available to visitors. And to better appeal to our key markets, the 2017 guide was once again printed with three 
different covers. The Adventure and Outdoors cover featured an aerial view of Killarney, the Fishing and Hunting cover showed 
angler Ashley Rae fishing on Lake Temagami, and the Motorsports cover featured a motorcyclist cruising along Highway 6. 

Eighteen thousand guides were printed (12,000 Adventure and Outdoors, 3000 Motorsports, and 3000 Fishing and Hunting) for 
distribution at consumer shows, to 32 organizations, and in response to several email and telephone requests. 

A digital version of the guide is available at www.northeasternontario.com.

The 2016 BIG Adventure Guide was reprinted for a total of 94,000 polybag insertions in the early summer issue of the LCBO’s 
Food & Drink magazine. Distribution focused on the southwestern Ontario market.  

General Marketing
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NeONT AT UNION STATION 
OTIC UNION STATION BACKLIT PANEL AND DIGITAL MONITOR
On most business days, roughly 200,000 passengers pass through Union Station in Toronto. To connect with those thousands of 
commuters, NeONT partnered with the Ontario Tourism Marketing Partnership Corporation (OTMPC) to promote its many attractions 
and experiences on the station’s digital monitors and on a backlit panel. These marketing tactics put NeONT front and centre in one of 
its key markets.

STAY TO PLAY TV CAMPAIGNS
NeONT once again partnered with Tourism Northern Ontario (TNO) for two CTV 
commercials to build brand recognition and pride in the region. Focusing on the BIG brand, 
the TV commercials encouraged locals to “Stay2Play” in Northeastern Ontario.

CANADA 150 TWITTER CAMPAIGN
Did you know that many famous musicians like Stompin’ Tom Connors and Shania Twain got their start in Timmins? Or, did you know 
that in 1986 the French River was designated Canada’s first Heritage River? These are just a few of the fun facts about Northeastern 
Ontario that NeONT tweeted in celebration of Canada’s 150th birthday. 
#BIG150
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TWG COMMUNICATIONS & THE NEW BUSINESS
In early 2016 NeONT issued a request for proposals for an Agency of Record and a Digital Agency. 
Following a detailed and diligent review of the submissions, and after approval by the NeONT Board 
of Directors, TWG Communications and The New Business were contracted for three-year terms. 

Throughout 2016-17 NeONT continued its successful and productive relationship with both 
companies. As the Agency of Record, TWG created and executed NeONT’s marketing plan in 
collaboration with NeONT staff, while The New Business performed a similar function on NeONT’s 
digital content strategy. The recommendations and professional advice of each agency were 
invaluable to NeONT’s success.

Digital channels are of paramount importance to effectively advancing the organization’s BIG brand, 
and consumers are turning more and more to digital to help them plan their vacations. 

NeONT’s website and social media numbers exceeded expectations month after month. Our 
Facebook audience grew from 40,656 followers to 46,420. Our Twitter audience grew from 1877 to 
2757. 

In 2016/17, the website reached its year-end goal of 250,000 visits, and was seeing 21,000 visits per 
month. Click-thrus increased from 21,544 in 2015/16 to 32,641 in 2016/17. 

Northeastern Ontario stories on the Northern Portal at http://www.northernontario.travel/
northeastern-ontario continued to increase awareness about our partners and all that the region has 
to offer. The Northeastern Ontario section of the Portal logged roughly 14,000 visits per month.

NeONT’s Instagram account saw the most dramatic increase—from 554 to 3500 followers.

Northeasternontario.com
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BIG MAPS
NeONT’s BIG maps continued to be a BIG hit at consumer shows—one side features NeONT’s 
five motorcycle routes while the other features NeONT’s catchment area—all  184,000 square 
kilometres of it. Many visitors to the NeONT booth at consumer shows were often amazed at just 
how BIG Northeastern Ontario is!

MOTORCYCLE MAP AND TOUR GUIDE
NeONT’s Motorcycle Map and Tour Guide features five pre-planned routes that range from 
a single day to seven days of riding. It also includes a list of almost 20 rest areas and scenic 
lookouts, a chart of travel distances to Northeastern Ontario, the Top Ten Motorcycle Roads in 
Northeastern Ontario, places to stay, places to eat, roadside attractions, and even repair shops. 
Over 3300 maps have been distributed since it was updated in August 2016. 

ANGLER’S ATLAS MAPS
Northeastern Ontario is a BIG region with BIG fish in hundreds of lakes and rivers. NeONT 
partnered with Angler’s Atlas to produce a sportfishing map. The map features a dozen popular 
fish species and where to find them, from Killarney to Cochrane. And for those looking for 
accommodations on your fishing trip, the map features over 60 operators from which to choose 
for drive-in, boat-in, or fly-in destinations. 

Find your 
favourite fish

So Much Water...
Northeastern Ontario is a huge region, 
with huge fish to match. Hundreds 
of lakes produce thousands of fish. 
Here’s an overview of what to look for 
when you’re out.
Largemouth and Smallmouth BASS: 
Ontario’s bass fishery is among the 
best in the world. Cindy Scarfoni 
from Booth Landing Camping and        
Cottages says, “Bass love rocky areas 
in shallower lakes. When anglers 
come here, they head for the rocks 
for bass.”
WALLEYE: George Theriault from Air 
Ivanhoe says that walleye are best 
caught by trolling or jigging minnows 
and nightcrawlers. “They’re in 8 
to 12 feet of water, generally in 
shallower lakes.”
NORTHERN PIKE: Pike can be 
caught all year long. Terry Politz 
from Lodge Eighty Eight says that 
anything flashy is good. “Try a 
Rapala #11 perch, or a Williams 
Wabler.” Fly fishers can try small 
grub patterns.
TROUT: Lake trout are deep water 
lovers. George Robbins, from 
Sportsman’s Lodge Wilderness 
Resort, says that flashers with 
a trailing minnow are useful in 
this region, with downriggers or      
without. 
MUSKIE: Art Barefoot, world 
champion muskie angler and   
owner of Bear’s Den Lodge, says 
that muskie anglers should “fish 
where  you  would  hide.” As  
predators, muskie will be in and 
near the best hiding spots. 
WHITEFISH: Worms are the bait 
of choice for whitefish. In the 
summer, whitefish can’t leave 
them alone!
CRAPPIE: Early spring, target 
crappie in the shallow waters, 
sheltered bays and creeks. 
PERCH: Perch combine the 
thrill of the catch with ease and 
abundance. Great for anglers of 
all types!

SPORTFISHING 
MAP

Other

Perch

Crappie

W
hitefi sh

Muskie

Brook Trout

Rainbow Trout

Lake Trout

Northern Pike

Walleye

Smallmouth Bass

Largemouth Bass

1 Agnew Lake Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

2 Air Ivanhoe Limited ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

3 Auld Reekie Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

4 Batman's Cottages & Campground ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

5 Bear's Den Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

6 Best Western North Bay ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

7 Best Western Swan Castle Inn ✔ ✔

8 Big Moose Camp ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

9 Booth Landing Camping & Cottages ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

10 Carol's Campsite and RV Park ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

11 Chaudière Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

12 Cochrane Air Services Limited ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

13 Comfort Inn Lakeshore ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

14 Crane's Lochaven Wilderness Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

15 Deepwater Lodge Inc. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

16 Elk Lake Wilderness Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

17 Fish Bay Marina ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

18 Fish Tale Cabins & Campground ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

19 Flood’s Landing Camp ✔ ✔

20 French River Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

21 Happy Holiday Campground and Cottages ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

22 Hartley Bay Marina ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

23 Hide Away Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔

24 Horseshoe Island Camp ✔ ✔ ✔

25 Island Lake Camp ✔ ✔

26 J & L Lakeview Retreat ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

27 Killarney Mountain Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔

28 Lake Herridge Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

29 Lakeland Airways ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

30 Lauzon Aviation Co. Ltd. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

31 Le Voyageur Inn ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

32 Leisure Inn ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

33 Lodge Eighty Eight ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

34 Lost Lake Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

35 Marten River Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

36 Mashkinonje Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

37 Mattawa Adventure Camp ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

38 Meldrum Bay Inn & Restaurant ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

39 Musky Island View Cottages ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

40 Northland Paradise Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

41 Ojibway Family Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

42 Olive the Lake ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

43 Pine Grove Resort Cottages ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

44 Pirate’s Cove Cottages ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

45 Ridgewood Cottages ✔ ✔ ✔

46 River Valley Lodges ✔ ✔ ✔

47 Rock Pine Motel & Restaurant ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

48 Rockgarden Terrace Resort ✔

49 Saenchiur Flechey ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

50 Saul Outfi tters ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

51 Smoothwater Outiftters & Ecolodge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

52 Sportsman’s Lodge Wilderness Resort ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

53 Sudbury Aviation Ltd. ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

54 Super 8 North Bay ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

55 Temagami Shores Inn and Resort ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

56 Totem Point Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

57 Trapper Mick’s Bear Hunting ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

58 Travelodge Lakeshore North Bay ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

59 Twilight Isle Resort ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

60 Twin Lakes Camping ✔

61 Valois Motel & Restaurant ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

62 Waterfront Inn ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

63 White Pine Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

64 Widgawa Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

65 WildExodus ✔

66 Wolseley Lodge ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Photo By Tim Hrehoriak

Produced in partnership with

AnglersAtlas.com
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NEWSLETTERS
Email newsletters are a great way to keep our partners, 
fans, and friends updated on what’s new in tourism for 
Northeastern Ontario.  The BIG Industry Insider, NeONT’s 
tourism industry e-Newsletter, was sent monthly via 
MailChimp to over 650 subscribers. It welcomed new NeONT 
partners and featured information about upcoming workshops, 
advertising opportunities, and news from provincial ministries 
and other tourism-related organizations. The BIG Industry Insider 
had an average open rate of 30% compared with the industry 
average of 19.7% (Non-profit category).

The monthly Travel e-Newsletter was sent to over 5360 subscribers and featured stories 
about places to go and things to do in Northeastern Ontario. This newsletter had an 
average open rate of 28% compared with the industry average (Travel & Transportation 
category) of 15%.

FOOD TOURISM FORUMS
Did you know that over one-third of tourist spending worldwide is devoted to food? 
According to the Culinary Tourism Alliance, food tourism is becoming one of the main 
reasons why people travel. Food tourism is the pursuit of unique and memorable eating 
and drinking experiences, and there are several to be had in Northeastern Ontario.

The Forum on Food, Farms & Tourism travelled across Northeastern Ontario hosting 
events for those in the food industry who are interested in the farm-to-table concept. 
Workshops were held in North Bay, Sudbury, Temiskaming Shores, and Little Current to 
discuss a number of related topics including what it takes to meet the expectations of a 
food tourist, and “Taste of Place,” which refers to the unique and memorable eating and 
drinking experiences offered in a particular locale. 

TNO, NeONT, municipalities, and local organizations sponsored the forums in each 
community. 
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INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL TRADE
Rendez-vous Canada (RVC) is Canada’s premier international tourism marketplace, bringing together hundreds of international tourism 
industry leaders for “speed dating” style appointments as tourism buyers seek Canadian sellers of tourism products and services. 

Working with consultants Ferrell + Partners and its partners in Sudbury, Killarney, and on Manitoulin Island, Tourism Northern Ontario 
has undertaken the development of the international travel trade in Northeastern Ontario. 

Roughly 1840 delegates attended RVC 2017—the most in its 41-year history. NeONT’s Executive Director met with almost 60 tourism 
buyers representing countries such as Germany, Brazil, Australia, and the Netherlands.

Special Events
NORTHERN ONTARIO TOURISM SUMMIT 2016
NeONT was pleased to work with its partners Sudbury Tourism, Northern Ontario Tourism, and Nature and Outdoor Tourism Ontario 
to host the third annual Northern Ontario Tourism Summit from November 14 to 16 at the Holiday Inn in Sudbury.

Along with the workshops, keynote addresses, and networking opportunities, TWG Communications, NeONT, and Sudbury Tourism 
hosted a unique “welcome” reception at Science North where delegates spent the evening having some hands-on fun at the science 
centre’s many interactive exhibits. 

NeONT also held its annual general meeting during the Summit. Guy Lamarche, Chair of the NeONT Board of Directors, and Donna 
MacLeod, NeONT Executive Director, spoke to attendees about the work that NeONT does and the importance of tourism as an 
economic driver in the region. 

The first Summit was held in 2014 in Thunder Bay to bring together operators, organizations, suppliers, and all levels of government 
involved with the tourism industry. 

The Northern Ontario Tourism Summit is becoming a pivotal platform for the advancement of tourism in Northern Ontario. The 
Summit returns to Thunder Bay, November 15 to 17, 2017.
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CONTESTS
NeONT holds contests to build interest in Northeastern Ontario, to expand its e-Newsletter databases, and to profile participating 
partners. The contests are promoted through posters displayed at consumer shows, on the website, via NeONT’s social media 
channels, and in the Travel e-Newsletter.

The 2016 BIG Fly-in Fishing Experience was sponsored by George, Jeanne, and Joel Theriault of Nemegosenda Lake Lodge and 
Air Ivanhoe.

The prize consisted of a four-day American Plan package for two that included one overnight at the Ivanhoe River Inn, round-trip 
airfare via Air Ivanhoe from the inn to Nemegosenda Lake Lodge, accommodations and three meals daily, and one day of guided 
fishing. Boat, motor, fuel, bait, and a $150 gas card were also part of the prize package.

There were 700 contest entries, and of these, 313 new subscribers were added to the Travel e-Newsletter database.

Bev Blake of Sudbury, Ontario, was one happy angler when she learned that she was the contest winner. If four days of fine food, great 
fishing, and wonderful hospitality weren’t enough to make the trip a most memorable one, Bev had the biggest catch of the week, and 
soon had even veteran anglers asking her for pointers.

The BIG Runs/Ride the Lake Temiskaming Circle Tour was sponsored by the 
following:
Holiday Inn Express, Temiskaming Shores
Zante’s Bar & Grill
Haileybury Golf Club
Temiskaming Shores & Area Chamber of Commerce
Rooster’s Bar & Grill
City of Temiskaming Shores
Myrt’s Family Restaurant
Mattawa Museum
Le Voyageur Inn
Mattawa-Bonfield Economic Development Corporation
Chez Eugène Bistro
La Bannik 
Fort Témiscamingue National Historic Site
Municipalité régionale de comté de Témiscamingue
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There were 580 entries, and of these, 266 new subscribers were added to the Travel 
e-Newsletter database.

Jean-Paul Bruneau from Trois-Rivières was the winner of the contest, which included 
three days of riding the Lake Temiskaming Circle Tour, meals, accommodations, a 
$250 gas card, a $50 Tim Hortons card, stops at cultural and historic sites along the 
way, and a day of golf.

Jean-Paul was kind enough to send a postcard telling NeONT staff how much he and 
his wife appreciated the trip.

Mattawa Adventure Camp sponsored the BIG Trails Snowmobile Ride 
contest. 

The prize package included two full days of sledding in Mattawa, meals and 
accommodations courtesy of Mattawa Adventure Camp, a trail guide, and fuel. 

There were 1253 entries, and of these, 563 new subscribers were added to the Travel 
e-Newsletter database.

Along with the regular streams of promotion, clubs from the region’s four Ontario 
Federation of Snowmobile Club districts (11, 12, 14, and 15) distributed 3420 postcards 
that promoted the contest. 

PARTNERSHIPS
Partnerships are the foundation upon which NeONT’s success is built, and NeONT strives  to develop 
and implement effective partnerships with industry stakeholders. The following are just a few examples 
of the partnerships in which NeONT participated in 2016/17.

Experience Fishing—This program is geared to teach new Canadians, women, and children the joy of 
fishing. NeONT is assisting the French River Resorts Association and the Municipality of French River to 
move the project into Phase 2.

The Lake Temiskaming Tour is a unique tourism initiative between Québec and Ontario that promotes 
sites, attractions, and events around Lake Temiskaming, and showcases the region’s Francophone, 
Anglophone, and Algonquin cultures. 

Culinary Product Development—The Ontario Culinary Tourism Alliance held a series of well-attended workshops in Northeastern 
Ontario to promote the growth of food tourism. 

Tourism Rocks—Forty per cent of the workforce in Northern Ontario is employed in the tourism industry, and tourism is the largest 
employer of young workers in Ontario. Tourism Rocks is a campaign that used radio, digital, and social media to generate awareness of 
the overarching importance of tourism to Northern Ontario, and to highlight the opportunities that exist in the region for tourism as a 
career. 

Georgian Bay Coastal Route—The Georgian Bay Coastal Route features the best that Georgian Bay has to offer and NeONT is one of 
the partners in this ongoing initiative.

Tourism Excellence North (TEN)—Nine partners participated in Fast Track to Success and hosted TEN brokers at their properties. Fast 
Track to Success includes a pre-visit survey, an on-site visit by an independent expert, recommendations that can be implemented the 
next day, and post-visit support. 

Partnership Packages—NeONT’s website was enhanced to host our partners’ packages to showcase all the products available in the 
region.

Thunder Bay
Cochrane

Ottawa

Toronto

Sudbury

Timmins

North Bay

Orillia

15

14

12

11
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RAY MEARS
Guildford-based Jenny and Rob Hawkins enjoyed an incredible experience 
after having won the Ontario Tourism trip to walk where legendary 1930s 
conservationist Grey Owl had walked. The couple went deep into the 
backcountry of Temagami where they were immersed in Canada’s canoe 
culture while camping, fishing, and learning survival skills from their guide, 
British adventure traveller and TV personality Ray Mears. 

When asked about his impressions of Ontario, Rob Hawkins said he was 
surprised that such a different world was so accessible from the UK. “It’s a 
proper wilderness—you’re off the grid—which was brilliant, I loved it. It’s 
such a beautiful place with so much to discover.”

There were roughly 20K contest entries from the United Kingdom, and 
another 12K from North America. 

Direct trackable new business from the United Kingdom generated an 
estimated $100,000 for Northeastern Ontario businesses. 

GENERAL MARKETING
The General Marketing pillar encompasses initiatives that cross one or more 
pillars and provides tools for marketing, tracking, and reporting.

LCBO FOOD & DRINK MAGAZINE
Full-page ads were placed in the Holiday 2016 edition (in stores November 9, 
2016) and in the Spring 2017 edition (in stores March 15, 2017). A full-page ad 
in the Holiday 2016 French-language edition A bon verre, bon table was also 
negotiated. 

While the primary purpose of the Food & Drink campaign is global brand 
awareness, the unique URL bigholidays.ca was attached to both ads to enable 
tracking activity from the advertisements to the NeONT website.

 

L-R: Rob Hawkins, Ray Mears, Jenny Hawkins
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Hunting and Fishing
Fishing is a premier product in Northeastern Ontario and is the primary focus of this pillar. While still significant, hunting received a 
lesser degree of focus.

ONTARIO OUT OF DOORS Magazine
NeONT had full-page ads in the September 2016 (Hunting Annual edition) and March 2017 (Fishing Annual edition) issues of Ontario
Out of Doors magazine, as well as a double-page spread advertorial in the March 2017 issue. Ontario Out of Doors has a circulation of
99,000 (98,000 in Ontario) and a readership of 651,000 per issue. 

NeONT had a digital presence on the oodmag.com travel page from October 1, 2016 to March 31, 2017, and Ontario Out of Doors 
extended NeONT’s digital presence on their travel page for an additional six months at no cost (April to September 2017).

Marketing efforts in Ontario Out of Doors have seen increased website traffic and calls to the NeONT office seeking more information.  

GAME AND FISH MAGAZINE USA
Game and Fish Magazine USA has a circulation of 213,407 in the northern part of the United States and a readership of 800,000 per 
issue in this area. NeONT had a full-page ad in the October and December/January 2017 issues, and a digital presence that started 
November 22, 2016.

The print ad in the October issue resulted in 74 visits to the website and the digital ads on gameandfishmag.com saw 80 clicks to the 
NeONT website. With the second print insertion, NeONT saw a continued rise in visits to the website and calls to the office.

Both Ontario Out of Doors and Game and Fish Magazine USA have proven to offer good consumer response and to reach targeted 
audiences in the Fishing and Hunting pillar.

AMERICAN OUTDOORSMAN ONLINE MAGAZINE
American Outdoorsman Online Magazine has 120,000 paid registered users and 250,000 active readers per issue. NeONT was featured 
in a double-page spread in the Winter 2017 and Spring 2017 issues with a bonus offering of the same double-page spread in Canadian 
Outdoorsman Online for the same seasonal issues. Two full-page ads in the Winter edition of their newest digital magazine—North 
American Deerhunter—were included in this buy. 

American Outdoorsman Online Magazine has 115,000 opt-in subscribers and an approximate open rate of 69% per issue, which is above 
industry average. Canadian Outdoorsman Online Magazine has 88,000 opt-in subscribers and a 71% open rate. North American Deer 
Hunter was launched in September 2015 and has a 45% open rate. 
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CONSUMER SHOWS
Nothing can compete with face-to-face conversation, and consumer shows offer incredible opportunities for reaching out to the 
travelling consumer while they are in the planning stages of choosing a destination.

The Great American Outdoor Show (February 4-12, 2017) in Harrisburg PA is the largest consumer event of its 
kind, attracting avid outdoor enthusiasts from over 35 states. At the 2017 show NeONT distributed 3120 pieces of literature, collected 
204 entries to the 2017 fishing contest sponsored by Northland Paradise Lodge in Temagami, and signed up 66 new subscribers to 
NeONT’s Travel e-Newsletter. NeONT staff spoke with 433 engaged visitors to the booth. 

Held each Family Day weekend, the Toronto Spring Fishing & Boat Show (February 17-20, 2017) has become a 
great event for NeONT to attend. Visitors to the NeONT booth were keen on asking about the Angler’s Atlas Sportfishing Map and 
fishing on the French River. The 2017 BIG Adventure Guide was once again a popular item as all 600 copies flew off the display rack.  

NeONT staff spoke with 389 engaged visitors at the booth, distributed 2191 pieces of literature, entered 97 individuals in the fishing 
contest, and added 39 new subscribers to the Travel e-Newsletter database.

The World Fishing and Outdoor Expo (March 2-5, 2017) in Suffern NY is the show for all those with a passion 
for fishing. While overall show numbers may have been down, engagement was up and the people who stopped by the NeONT booth 
were looking for information on fishing, hunting, and lodges in Northeastern Ontario. 

Sixty-one individuals entered the fishing contest, 21 new subscribers were added to the Travel e-Newsletter database, 2510 pieces of 
literature were distributed, and NeONT staff spoke with 198 engaged visitors to the booth.

As of March 31, 2017, there had been 65,273 visits to the Fishing sections of NeONT’s website in 2016/17, resulting in 8120 click-thrus to 
fishing operators. 

MEDIA FAMILIARIZATION TOURS (FAMS)
In August 2016 Ashley Rae, columnist, freelance writer, blogger, and angler extraordinaire, fished her way across Northeastern Ontario 
from Temagami to the French River to Meldrum Bay on Manitoulin Island.

In June 2016 avid angler Mathew Koprash accompanied NeONT’s fishing contest winners on their fly-in fishing adventure to Lake 
Nemegosenda Lodge to write a story for the Northern Portal. 

Bob Izumi is the host of TV’s Real Fishing Show and one of Canada’s most popular fishing personalities. James Smedley is an acclaimed 
writer for Ontario Out of Doors magazine. In partnership with the Ontario Tourism Marketing Partnership Corporation, the two 
went ice fishing on Lake Abitibi in late March, hosted by Dunn Right Outfitters at Lake Abitibi Halfway Lodge. 

Mathew Koprash L-R: Graham Campbell, Ministry of Northern Development and Mines; Bill Froud, 
DunnRight Outfitters; Bob Izumi; Mark Froud, DunnRight Outfitters; James Smedley, 
Wayne Izumi
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Touring
Touring targets North American snowmobile and motorcycle tourists as both markets travel to enjoy their sport.

MOTORCYCLE MOJO
Full-page ads were placed in the September/October 2016, January/February 2017, and March and April 2017 issues. Motorcycle Mojo 
has a circulation of 13,695 (500 in the United States) and an active readership of 70,000 per issue. 

Digital ads on motorcyclemojo.com were used to support the print ads in September and October 2016, and from January to April 
2017. These ads generated 368 visits to the NeONT website. 

GO SNOWMOBILING
A full-page ad appeared in the January 2017 issue to promote the snowmobile contest. Go Snowmobiling has a circulation of 65,000 
and is the official publication of the membership of the Ontario Federation of Snowmobile Clubs. 

To support the print ad in Go Snowmobiling, digital ads were placed on supertraxmag.com from January 1 to April 30, 2017.
The unique URL BIGtrails.ca generated 181 visits to the NeONT website. 

ROADRUNNER
Two full-page ads (January/February 2017 and March/April 2017), along with digital ads, were negotiated with RoadRUNNER magazine. 
RoadRUNNER has an active readership of 221,972 across North America. The unique URL BIGroads.ca generated 128 visits to the 
NeONT website. RoadRUNNER also provided Facebook posts to its 114,000 followers in January and February 2017.
 

CONSUMER SHOWS
There are significant benefits for NeONT to attend consumer shows. Consumer shows have massive attendance and followers, allowing 
NeONT to put its best foot forward to a huge audience.
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The Toronto International Snowmobile, 
ATV & Powersports Show (October 21-23, 2016) is 
the show for the all-round powersports enthusiast, with its roster of 
exhibitors and live racing and freestyle shows in the outdoors event 
area. 

NeONT was one of the show’s sponsors, displaying its logo in the 
pavilion and on the show lanyards. Clubs from the region’s four 
Ontario Federation of Snowmobile Clubs districts (11, 12, 14, and 15) 
distributed 3420 postcards that promoted the snowmobile contest 
sponsored by Mattawa Adventure Camp.

The North American International 
Motorcycle Supershow (January 6-8, 2017) attracts 
over 50,000 people who come to explore everything there is to know 
about motorcycling. NeONT staff distributed 1846 pieces of literature, 
entered 84 people in the contest, added 34 new names to the 
database, and spoke with 292 engaged visitors to the booth.

Salon Moto de Montréal (February 24-26, 2017) was the most popular of the motorsports consumer shows. The 
Motorcycle Maps and the 2017 BIG Adventure Guide were very popular with attendees—1400 maps were handed out and 600 guides 
were distributed. Over 350 people entered the motorcycle contest sponsored by the Anchor Inn in Little Current and the Owen Sound 
Transportation Company, operators of the Chi-Cheemaun ferry. 

In 2016/17 there were almost 41,000 visitors to the motorcycle and snowmobile sections of the NeONT website, an increase of 154% over 
2015/16. The number of click-thrus to operators rose from 2980 in 2015/16 to 5883 in 2016/17.

MEDIA FAMILIARIZATION TOURS (FAMS)
For 15 years, bikers from all over have travelled to New Liskeard to spend 
Canada Day at the annual Bikers’ Reunion, a family-oriented weekend and 
fundraiser to help people battling cancer through the Temiskaming Hospital 
Community Cancer Care Unit.  In 2016, country recording artist Larry Berrio 
took part in what was to be the last Bikers’ Reunion. Cruising through the hills 
and back roads around New Liskeard was something that Larry Berrio says 
he’ll never forget, and he wrote about his reunion experience on NeONT’s 
blog, along with his posts on social media.

In late September 2016 freelance writer and photographer Martin Lortz 
toured Highway 6 across Manitoulin Island on a motorcycle getaway. Visit 
www.northeasternontario.com for his stories about the Anchor Inn in Little 
Current, weekend touring from Toronto to Manitoulin Island and back, and the stretch of highway that’s his absolute favourite. 

Two of the world’s top mixed martial arts athletes, Miesha Tate and Bryan Caraway, spent part of their vacation in Northeastern Ontario in 
late summer 2016. The two motorsports enthusiasts thoroughly enjoyed their time on Turtle Lake, North Bay, and on Mattawa’s Voyageur 
Multi-use Trail System. 

In early January 2017, lifelong “sledhead” Ryan Tarrant and passionate snowmobiler Katie Erb headed north to Horwood Lake Lodge and 
Base Camp Abitibi Canyon. 

From Minnesota, Mike Carr writes snowmobile travel articles for several national magazines. Closing in on the end of February 2017, he 
made a return trip to Northeastern Ontario to ride the trails in Mattawa and Temiskaming Shores. 

NeONT staff Jordan Nicksy and Kirsten Hysert at the 
North American International Motorcycle Supershow.
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NATURE AND OUTDOORS
Visitors to Northeastern Ontario continue to travel to the area for its natural outdoor playgrounds, the iconic Canadian experience, and 
the water, rocks, and trees.

EXPLORE MAGAZINE
Explore magazine has a circulation of 25,000 (print), 10,000 (digital), and an active readership of 135,000 per issue, 40,000 of whom 
are in Ontario. NeONT had full-page ads in the Fall 2016, Winter 2016/17, Spring 2017, and Summer 2017 issues. Digital banner ads ran 
concurrently with the print campaigns. Additional online items included e-newsletter sponsorship, social media pushes, and influencer 
articles.

OUTDOOR LIFE NETWORK
A 30-second spot ran on the Outdoor Life Network from February 27 to March 31, 2017. A total of 120 
spots were negotiated, and each negotiated spot had associated bonus spots for a total of 380 spots 
during the time period. 

In conjunction with the 30-second spot, digital ads were placed on oln.ca, which resulted in 109 clicks 
to the NeONT website.  

Ontarioparks.ca
NeONT had digital ads running on this platform from November 2016 to March 31, 
2017. Included was a blog spotlight on the top five paddling places in Northeastern 
Ontario. The NeONT website had 353 clicks attributed to the ontarioparks.ca digital 
ads.

CANADIAN GEOGRAPHIC TRAVEL
Full-page ads were placed in the Fall 2016, Winter 2016/17, Spring 2017, and Summer 
2017 issues. Canadian Geographic Travel has a circulation of 147,252 (68,199 in Ontario), 
and an active readership of 750,000 per issue. The magazine placed NeONT ads on its 
coveted back covers because it was impressed by the artwork.

Digital ads ran concurrently with the print campaigns.
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CONSUMER SHOWS
From meeting potential visitors to the region to increasing 
awareness of NeONT’s BIG brand, exhibiting at consumer shows 
has many benefits. 

NeONT’s green cloth tote bags and the 2017 BIG Adventure 

Guide once again proved extremely popular at the Toronto 
Outdoor Adventure Show (February 24-26, 2016) 
—600 guides and 400 bags were distributed. Visitors to the booth 
were also keen on picking up partner brochures this year. 

In total, 1898 pieces of literature were distributed, 97 people entered the 2017 fishing contest, 39 new subscribers were added to 
the Travel e-Newsletter database, and NeONT staff spoke with 148 engaged visitors at the booth.

This was the first year that hunting-related exhibitors were included at the Ottawa Outdoor & Adventure 
Travel Show (April 1-2, 2017) and perhaps this contributed to what seemed like a higher number of attendees. Many 
visitors to the booth were impressed by the size of NeONT’s geographic area and were pleasantly surprised to see that 
Northeastern Ontario really is “unbelievably close.” The Angler’s Atlas Sportfishing Map was very popular and all 200 were quickly 
picked up.  

Altogether, there were 1610 pieces of literature distributed, 55 entries to the 2017 fishing contest, 22 new subscribers to the Travel 
e-Newsletter, and NeONT staff spoke with 201 engaged visitors at the booth at the Ottawa Outdoor & Adventure Travel Show.

MEDIA FAMILIARIZATION TOURS (FAMS)
Lindsay MacNevin spent the past three years travelling the world as an 
outdoor and travel writer before starting her own company. In March 2017 she 
traversed Northeastern Ontario from Rutherglen to Cochrane for stories 
about the incredible variety of things 
to do in our region.
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Festivals and Attractions
Attractions and festivals provide things to do and see while in Northeastern Ontario, encouraging visitors to participate and 
explore NeONT’s communities and culture. Attractions and festivals play an integral role in increasing 
length of stay, which increases overall economic impact of tourism.

PARENTS CANADA
Full-page ads were placed in the Winter 2016 and the Spring 2017 issues. The ad in the Spring 2017 issue, 
which was a partnership with Science North that featured a contest to win passes to Science North and 
Dynamic Earth, had great placement, receiving the inside front cover. 

Parents Canada has a circulation of 122,500 per issue (78,500 in Ontario) and a per issue readership of 
600,000. 

To accompany the print ads, digital ads ran on parentscanada.com, geotargetting to the Ontario market. The 
bigtimes.ca URL used for the Parents Canada campaign saw 96 clicks to the NeONT website. A contest in 
partnership with Science North in the Spring 2017 issue resulted in 59 new subscribers to both NeONT and 
Science North. 

ZOOMER
The print tactic consisted of a full-page ad being placed in the September 2016 edition. Zoomer magazine has a circulation of 
189,716 and an active readership of 850,000.

To complement the print piece, digital ads were placed on everythingzoomer.com (100 clicks), a Zoomer eblast was sent 
to 45,000 subscribers (508 clicks), and ad content on the Zoomer Travel e-Newsletter was sent to 75,000 subscribers. This 
eNewsletter was sent out four times during August 2016 and saw 1095 clicks.

ON THE GO
Full-page ads were placed in the January and February 2017 issues. A five-second video in the PATH in Toronto, as well as on 82 
International News Stand screens, were tied to the print ad.  The PATH video screens generate 3,000,000 visits per month. 

On the Go has a circulation of 80,000 and an active readership of 216,000 per issue in the GTA.   

MEDIA FAMILIARIZATION TOURS (FAMS)
In August 2017 Ling Tang visited Timmins, the City With a Heart of Gold, for a four-page spread in the Summer 2017 issue of 
Travel Ontario magazine.
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General Marketing 

• On-line  $219,000 
• Print  $155,000 

   $374,000 

Nature And Outdoors 

• Print $49,600 
• Broadcast $18,800 
• Partnerships $10,000
• FAM Trips  $2,500 
• Consumer Shows  $14,000 
• On-line $32,600 

    $127,500 

Fish & Hunt 

• Print Advertising  $56,000 
• Partnerships  $20,000 
• FAMs  $2,500 
• Consumer Shows  $21,500 
• On-line $27,500 

  $127,500 

Touring

• Print Advertising $30,000 
• Partnerships  $11,000 
• FAMs $3,000 
• Consumer Shows $14,650 
• On-line $21,250 

   $79,900 

Year in Review Budget 2016-17

Festivals & Events 

• Print Advertising  $35,449 
• Partnerships $10,000 
• FAMs $2,500 
• On-line  $23,451 

  $71,400 

Group Tour 

• Marketplaces   $13,150 
• Print Material  $1,000 
• On-line  $2,000 

   $16,150

TOTAL $796,450
 


